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Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and 
modern energy for all 

 
Take urgent action to combat climate change and its 

impacts 



About Energy Foundation China

u  Who We Are? 
u  Re-granter in philanthropy registered in San Francisco 

u  Strategy advisor 

u  Facilitator  

u  Mission & Vision 

u  Prosperity and a safe climate through sustainable energy in China  

u  Decarbonization, world-class air quality, and green growth through dramatically 
expanding renewable energy, significantly improving energy efficiency and optimizing 
economic structure 

u  What We Do? 
u  Support policy research, the development of new standards, capacity building, and 

dissemination of best practices  

u  Seven programs: clean power, environmental management, industry, low carbon 
economic growth, low carbon cities, transportation, and strategic communications 

u  Six prioritized areas: long-term strategy for decarbonization, Track II cooperation, Belt-
Road Initiate, Air Quality, Electrification, Urbanization 
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SD7 and SD13 are complementary and 
mutually supportive 
Access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern 
energy for all 
u  Multiple countries are facing the challenges of energy supply 

u  Require access, affordability, sustainability, reliability 

u  Low-carbon energies provide solutions to achieve the SDG7 

Urgent action to mitigate climate change and adapt to its 
impacts 

u  All countries are vulnerable to the effects of climate change 

u  Require rapid action, transition to a Paris Agreement compatible economy 

u  Sustainable energy access is essential to mitigation and reduce climate 
vulnerability 
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Facing increasing energy demand 
u  China and other countries in the 

region share the same transition for 
energy demand and energy intensity. 

u  However, the pathway toward energy 
access doesn’t necessarily go though 
high carbon-intensive energies and 
coal. 
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Average annual electricity consumption per capita increase since 2010

0,8%

9,2%
annual increase

CHN
4,3 MWh/cap

+6.5%/y

RUS
6.7 MWh/cap

+1%/y

MNG
2,1 MWh/cap

+5.5%/y

KAZ
5.6 MWh/cap

+2.9%/y

IND
0.9 MWh/cap

+6.2%/y

IDN
0.87 MWh/cap

+5.5%/y

PHL
0.8 MWh/cap

+3.8%/y

MYS
4.7 MWh/cap

+1.9%/y

VNM
1.62 MWh/cap

+7.8%/y

THA
2.9 MWh/cap

+3.7%/y

PAK
0.5 MWh/cap

+1%/y

GEO
2.9 MWh/cap

+6.4%/y

ARM
1.9 M/cap

+1.8%/y

AZE
2.2 MWh/cap

+5.5%/y

KHM
0.4 MWh/cap

+19%/y

MMR
0.3 MWh/cap

+14%/y

BGD
0.4 MWh/cap

+6.5%/y

NPL
0.2 MWh/cap

+9.2%/y

LKA
0.6 MWh/cap

+5.4%/y



Low carbon development as an 
accelerator for energy access 
u  Decoupling growth with carbon 

emissions 

u  Low energy intensity 

u  Low carbon energy 

u  China is decoupling growth and energy 
consumption 
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Renewables creates a 
pathway toward 
affordable, sustainable and 
modern energy 

u  Renewables deployment has increased 
rapidly in EU, North America and China, 
showing a new development possibility for 
other countries. 
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u  Renewable costs are decreasing 
very quickly, making it a 
sustainable and affordable 
alternative to fossil fuels. 

 

u  South Eastern Asia renewables 
potentials are even higher than 
in China.  

Source: World Bank Solargis 

PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER POTENTIAL 

Source: World Bank Global Wind Atlas 

WIND POWER POTENTIAL 

Source: IRENA 

PV ➔ 0.06$/kWh 

On-shore Wind ➔ 0.05$/kWh 

Costs of renewables (source IRENA) 



Framework to improve and facilitate low 
carbon energies’ reliability 
u  Energy storage 

u  Hydro power 

u  Batteries and synergies with 
electric vehicles 

u  Smart grids 

u  Distributed system 

u  Demand side management 
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HYDRO POWER POTENTIAL 

(source: The Economist) 



Avoiding the investment dead-ends of 
coal-fired plants 
u  The risk of investments in coal-fired power plants are becoming higher and higher 

over time 

u  Health and pollution concerns will become more and more widespread with development 

u  Constraints based on environmental and climate policies will become more and more 
stringent 

u  The costs of climate change impacts adaptation will be more and more expensive 

u  Higher constraints, loss of market share 

u  High costs of negative externalities shows that fossil fuel power is not an affordable 
choice 

u  Regional inequalities and stranded jobs 

u  Financial return rate will decrease in medium and long term 

u  The above risks may lead to domino effect and economy-wide crisis 
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Dialogue as a way toward SDG7 and 13 

To complement intergovernmental dialogue: 

u  Energy Foundation China and UNESCAP aim at creating a joint dialogue 
platform to mobilize cross-cutting resources and complement 
intergovernmental fora 

u  Energy Foundation China supports alliances and networks engaging 
stakeholders 

u  Energy Foundation China is involved in programs related to SDG7 and SD13 

u  Clean Power 

u  Energy efficiency (including cooling efficiency) 

u  Low carbon city 

u  And green finance 
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EFC’s Efforts in Clean Power 
 

 Vision & Planning 

•  Medium and long-term strategy and roadmap for decarbonized 
electrification by 2035/2050 

•  Medium and long-term load forecast and its driving factors 
under the context of decarbonized electrification 

•  Assessment of potential of Demand-side resources and Energy 
Storage resources under the context of decarbonized 
electrification 

•  Integrated energy and emission implications 

 

Reform & Innovation 

•  Barriers and motivations behind decarbonized electrification as 
well as opportunities for reform and innovation 

•  New forms of electric power utilization from demand side and 
its impacts 

•  P2G and P2X Outlook and its impact on energy system 
•  Trainings and capacity building  

Market Mechanisms 

•  System resilience pricing and pilots 
•  Exergy and Carbon evaluation for energy system and its 

market mechanism 
•  Utility and Power Corps transition strategy and biz model as a 

comprehensive energy service provider 
•  Market-based Demand Response and its impact on power 

system 

Sectors: 
• Power: Power system evolution under the context of 

decarbonized electrification 
•  Industry:  Technology roadmap of electrification for iron & steel 

sector; non-ferrous metal sector 
• Transportation :Strategy towards all EVs nationally 
• Buildings: Building Electrification pathway 

Decarbonized 
Electrification 



•  Pilot Climate Leader Plants to implement CO2 mitigation 
options and scales across China’s industries  

•  Promote sustainable production and consumption 
•  Achieves early CO2 peaking in key industrial cities 
•  Maximize GHG emissions reduction through significant cooling 

efficiency improvement in China 

Industry 

Buildings 

Transportation 

EFC’s Efforts in Energy Efficiency 

•  Support China adopt mandatory vehicle fuel economy regulations 
•  Optimize the transportation structure for efficiency improvement 
•  Establish energy efficiency standard for electric cars 
•  Support developing fiscal policies to encourage energy savings 

•  Implement rigid building energy efficiency standards and codes 
•  Zero energy building promotion and scale-up 
•  Retrofit existing buildings/district energy efficiency  
•  Unlock building energy efficiency market (e.g. dynamic big data 

for green financing) by innovative solutions 

Electrification 
Air Quality 
Urbanization 
 

LTS 
BRI 
TII 

SECTORS & THEMES 

INTEGRATION 

META 


